projects for SACEP Council approval

The clearing house for environmental services is intended to provide data to various sectors of the community and facilitate the exchange of information among countries. Such an activity would avoid wasteful and time-consuming duplication of efforts that are a drain on national coffers and lead to the development of better programs.

Commenting on the forthcoming meeting, Dr. Leslie Herath, Director of SACEP, said that the Secretariat has been working hard since it was established just over a year ago to develop the project proposals.

"Governments are sick and tired of studies, more reports and guidelines. We are past that stage. We need action now. That is why we have concentrated on practical activities," added.

The clearing house for environmental services is intended to provide data to various sectors of the community and facilitate the exchange of information among countries. Such an activity would avoid wasteful and time-consuming duplication of efforts that are a drain on national coffers and lead to the development of better programs.

PM to open SACEP parley

Prime Minister R. Premadasa will inaugurate the first meeting of the Governing Council of the South Asia Co-operative Environment Programme at the BMICH this morning.

Marital representatives from the eight SACEP member countries — India, Maldives, Sri Lanka, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Afghanistan, Iran and Bhutan — along with officials, will attend the meeting.

SUN Thursday January 27 1983

Environment meeting opens today

Ministers from nine South Asian nations will meet in Colombo today at the first Governing Council meeting of the South Asia Co-operative Environment Programme.

The meeting will be held at the BMICH. It will be inaugurated by Prime Minister R. Premadasa.

Environmental policy and programmes for the region will be ratified by the ministers at their two-day meeting.
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PM to open SACEP parley

Prime Minister R. Premadasa will inaugurate the first meeting of the Governing Council of the South Asia Co-operative Environment Programme at the BMICH this morning.

Ministerial representatives from the eight SACEP member countries — India, Maldives, Sri Lanka, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Afghanistan, Iran and Bhutan — along with officials, will attend the meeting.